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Abstract  

The objective of the study is to describe the educational values found in “Freedom Writers 

Movie Script”. Education value is a form of activity to develop the expression of existing values 

through systematic and critical processes so that they can improve or improve the cognitive and 

affective quality of students. It can be concluded that in the value education process, extra 

particular educational movies are meant to reap extra particular goals. 

Subject the study were educational value from Freedom Writers Movie Script. The research 

design is used descriptive qualitative research to found the educational values contained in the film 

“Freedom Writers Movie Script”. Based on the description above. The aims at the analyze is about 

the findings and discussion of this chapter observing the research. The researcher fond eight 

educational values which are found : values of being and values of giving. The researcher would 

like to give some suggestion as follow : for researcher, for student, and for teacher. 
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INTRODUCTION 

According to (Staff,M, 2022) Literary theory is a faculty of thingking or style of literary 

analysis that offers readers a potential to critique the thoughts and concepts of literature and literary 

theory examines a move area of literature from a particular era, geographic location, or from 

writers of particular backgrounds or identities to draw conclusion about the similarities and 

variations in comparable types of literary works. 

According to (Ayu Kertika Listiyana, 2022) Furthermore, the “Freedom Writer” film has 

gotten a few awards. This film won a humanity price award for including film classification in 

2007 and Richard LaGravenese as a beneficiary. This film got named in image award for 

extraordinary writing in a movie (showy or TV) class 5 of every 2008 Richard LaGravenese as a 

beneficiary. According to  (Prawiro, M, 2018) Education is a amindful effort that is carried out 

systematically in developing a teaching and learning atmosphere so hat students can advance their 

potential. (Abdillah & Ridwan, 2020) The values that need to be utilized are the values of character 

that not only attempt to create an intelligent. Education values is a form of activity to develop the 

expression of existing values through systematic and critical processes so that can improve or 

improve the cognitive and affective quality of students. 
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REVIEW OR RELATED LITERATURE 

Literature is a survey of scholarly sources (such as books, journal articles, and theses) 

associated to a particular topic or research question. It is regularly written as phase of a thesis, 

dissertation, or lookup paper, in order to situate your work in relation to current knowledge.  

According to (Okelassiya Mega Sarajar, 2021) Movie is a learning media for students, 

especially movies that have character education values. Character education is very important 

given to students. In addition, they have background rooted in science and technologhy. A amovie 

in our daily is something that we can find every where, movie in our live as a tool from media to 

entertain and give us many information and values that implied in the content of movie. 

Education values is education in the involved in the development of the total character of the 

person intellectual, social, emotional, aesthethic, moral, and spiritual. Education values also can 

outline a some thing or limitation of whatever that instruct any person directed to maturation., 

which have accurate or horrific character, so it can beneficial for human live that can reach from 

educational process.  

According to Linda and Eyre educational values divided into two groups are as follows : 

a. Values of Being is a value within human being involved into the behavior and the way we 

treat others, which include value of being are : honesty, bravery, peace, confidence, 

protection, discipline, sincerity, purity, and pureness. 

b. Values of Giving is a value that need to be practiced or provided which would then be 

accepted as gives, which include values of giving are : loyalty, trustworthy, respect, love, 

affection, sensitive, not egoist, kind, friendly, fair and humanism. 

 

There are 17 values in he academic improvement of way of life and countrywide character 

created through the Ministry of Education. There are 17 values in character schooling 

through the Ministry of Education :  

1. Religious 

Attitudes and behavior that dutiful in carrying out the teachings of his religion, 

tolerant implementation of the practice of other religions and live in harmony with other 

faiths. 

2. Honest 

Behavior based on an attempt to make himself as a person who always trustworthy inword, 

action,and work. 

3. Tolerance 

Atttitudes and actions that respect differences in religion, ethnicity, opiniois, attitudes, and 

action of others who are different from themselves. 

4. Dicipline 

Actions that show orderly behavior and comply with various rules and regulations. 

5. Hard Work 



It means that English learning teaching has a big effect on the progress of schools, teacher, 

students. 

6. Creative 

Thingking and doing something to produce a new way or result from something that is 

already owned. 

7. Independent 

Attitudes and behavior that are not easily dependent on others in completing tasks. 

8. Democratic 

A way of thingking, behaving, and acting that values the rights and obligations of one self 

and others. 

9. Curiosity 

Attitudes and actions that always seek to know more deeply and broadly from something 

they have learned, seen, and heard. 

10. National Spirit and Homeland 

A way thingking, acting, and having an insight that places the interests of the nation and 

state above its group. 

11. Rewarding Achievement 

Attitudes and movement that motivate him to produce something useful for society, 

andrecognize, and admire others. 

12. Friendly or Communicative 

Attitudes and moves that inspire him to produce some thing beneficial for society, 

andrecognize and respect others.  

13. Love Peace 

Attitudes and moves that inspire him to produce something beneficial for society, 

andrecognize and respect others.  

14. Joy of Reading 

The habit of taking time to read various readings that are good for him. 

15. Environmental Care 

Attitudes and actions that always prevent damage to the surrounding natural damage that 

has occurred. 

16. Social Care 

Attitudes and actions that always want to provide assistance to others and society in need. 

17. Responsibility 

Attitudes and behavior of a person to carry out his duties and obligations, which he should 

do, towards himself, society, environment and culture, country and god almighty. 

 

RESEARCH METHOD 

Research methodologhy is normally described as a away or approach of thingking and is 

organized to entire research and attain research objectives. In thi study, the author used 

descriptive qualitative lookup to located the educational price contained in the videos 

“Freedom Writers Movie Script”. The researcher will analyze and current what is contained 

in the film. Researcher are library researcher who are accustomed to finishing research. 

The object of this research is the film “Freedom Writers Movie Script”, a younger teacher 



evokes her type of at-risk college students to examine tolerance, observe themselves and 

pursue training beyond high school. Data is information, supply from which the 

information is obtained. Meanwhile, the film is take from script movie. However, data 

collection can also also include observations, and examination of records, reports, 

photographs, and documents. Data evaluation qualitative descriptive research, unlike other 

qualitative approaches, does no longer use a pre-existing set of guidelines that have been 

generated from the philosophical or epistemological stance of the discipline that created 

the precise qualitative lookup approach. In conducting this research, the writer presents 

some methods to analyze the information as following :  

1. Reading the “Freedom Writers” movie script directed by Richard LaGravenese. 

2. Finding data in the form of conservation fragments of the main character containing 

educational values from the script of the film “Freedom Writers” directed by Richard 

LaGravenese. 

3. From the seventeen character education value the writer only found six and they were 

be analyzed. 

The    researcher grew to be the    instrument    in    this    study,     the    transcript     of 

the movie I'm now now not dull too used to be once used as   the statistics sequence 

protocol. The cause of the      utilization      of this      protocol      is       to obtain clear 

facts about the academic price contained in the film Freedom Writers Movie Script. The 

protocols are listed in the following table: 

No Script Dialogue Education Value 

1. Erin: I brought my lesson plans. I'd love it if 

you'd look them over. Headmaster: Yes, and 

these are the classes you'll start with. 

Freshman English, four classes about 150 

students in all. Some of them are just out of 

juvenile hall. One or two might be wearing 

ankle cuffs to monitor their whereabouts. And 

you see here, we'll have to revise your 

lesson plans. And if you look at their scores, 

these vocabulary lists, and some of these, the 

books, Homer's The Odyssey, they're gonna 

be too difficult for them. 

Erin: All right. 

 

 

NS 

2. 
Head of the board of Ed: But if Ms. Campbell won't 

provide you books because of finances restrictions, 

she's no longer gonna approve faculty trips. 

Erin: I'll raise the money.  

 

WH 



3. Erin: Okay, guys, gals, listen up!  This is 

what I want you to do. I want every of you 

to step ahead and take one of these 

Borders bags, which contain the four 

books we're gonna examine this semester. 

Students: All right!  

Erin: They're very special books, and they every 

remind me, in some way, of each of you. But, before 

you take the books, I want you to take one of these 

glasses of glowing cider, and I favor every of you to 

make a toast. We're every gonna make a toast for 

change. And what that means is, from this moment on 

each voice that advised you "You can't" is silenced. 

Every cause that tells you things will in no way 

change, disappears. And the man or woman you have 

been before this moment, that person's flip is over. 

Now it's your turn. Okay? Okay, you geared up to get 

this party going on?  

 

F 

 

 

FINDING & DISCUSSSION 

The researcher analyzed the educational value by explaining the reason for the educational value 

which is taken. Finally the researcher many conclude the educational value found in Freedom 

Writers Movie Script as follow : 

No. Educational Value Finding 

1. Religious This research did not find 

2. Honest 

Erin : Okay,  that  was once  a  stupid 

question,  wasn’t  it?  (All  college 

students nod: Yeah) You’re not 

allowed gang affiliations in 

school. I express regret for 

asking. My badness. Okay, now 

I’m gonna   ask   you   a   more   

serious question. Stand   on   the   

line   if you’ve  lost  a  pal  to  gang 

violence. Stay on the line if 

you’ve lost greater than one 

friend.Three. Four or more. Okay, 

I’d like us to pay  recognize  to  

these  humans  now. Whatever  



No. Educational Value Finding 

you  are,  just  communicate  their 

name.  

Students : James, Beatriz. 

Erin: Thank  you  all  very  much. Now,  

I have  something  for  each  of you.  

Everyone  has  their  own  story, and  it’s  

vital  for  you  to  tell your very own 

story, even to yourself. 

3. Tolerance 

Miguel : Ms.   G?   Can   I   examine 

something from my diary? 

Erin : That'd be great. JAMAL.Who is 

he? 

Gloria : Jamal : Stop doing that, man. 

Erin : What's the dealio? 

Gloria : Man, I've had boyfriends due to 

the fact that I was, like, 11, you know. 

Jamal : I trust you. 

Gloria : Shut  up.  Okay,  well,  I used 

to be  constantly  the  person.  That  

was once gonna get pregnant earlier 

than I became 16  and  drop  out.  Like  

my  mom... Ain't gonna happen. 

Brandy : Nobody ever listens to a 

teenager.   Everybody   thinks   you 

ought to be completely happy just 

because you are young. They do not 

see the wars that we  fight  each  single  

day.  And  one day, my conflict will 

end. And I will not die.  And  I  will  

not  tolerate  abuse from anyone. I am 

strong. 

Marcus : My moms kicked me out 

when I bought jumped into the gang 

life. But I'd like her to see me Man,  he 



No. Educational Value Finding 

is  been  with  us from freshman year, 

fool.  

Jamal is: What's his name? 

4. Dicipline This research did not find 

5. Work Hard 

Head of the board of Ed: But if Ms. 

Campbell might not give you books 

due to the fact of finances restrictions, 

she's not gonna approve college trips. 

Erin: I'll elevate the money. 

6. Creative 

Erin : Wait. Guys, Guys! Everyone!  

Listen!  She's  elderly!  I do not  

comprehend  how  to  contact  her.  I do 

not even be aware of if she travels. And 

it would be clearly expensive. 

Andre : We should increase the 

money.  

7. Independent This research did not find 

8. Democratic This research did not find 

9. Curiosity This research did not find 

10. National Spirit 

Erin: I brought my lesson plans. I'd 

love it if you would look them over. 

Headmaster: Yes, and these are the 

lessons you'll start with. Freshman 

English, 4 training about one hundred 

fifty students in all. Some of them are 

just out of juvenile hall. One or two 

would possibly be sporting ankle cuffs 

to reveal their whereabouts. And you 

see here, we will have to revise your 
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lesson plans. And if you look at their 

scores, these vocabulary lists, and 

some of these, the books, Homer's The 

Odyssey, they're gonna be too tough 

for them. 

Erin: All right.  

11. Rewarding Achievement This research did not find 

12. 

Friendly or Communicative 

 

 Erin: Okay, guys, gals, hear up! This is 

what I want you to do. I choose each 

of you to step ahead and take one of 

these Borders bags, which include the 

4 books we're gonna examine this 

semester.  

 Students: All right! 

Erin: They're very exclusive books, 

and they each remind me, in some way, 

of every of you. But, before you take 

the books, I prefer you to take one of 

these glasses of glowing cider, and I 

prefer every of you to make a toast. 

We're every gonna make a toast for 

change. And what that ability is, from 

this moment on every voice that 

informed you "You can't" is silenced. 

Every reason that tells you things will 

never change, disappears. And the 

individual you have been before this 

moment, that person's turn is over. 

Now it's your turn. Okay? Okay, you 

ready to get this party going on? 



No. Educational Value Finding 

13. 

Love Peace Erin : I  want  you  all  to  recognize  

that Dr. Cohn and I tried very hard. But 

it is  been  decided  we  cannot  proceed 

with every other junior year. 

Students : What?  

Erin : You...   Wait.   Wait.   Guys. 

Everyone.  

Marcus : No! That don't fly, Ma!  

Erin : Look,  first  of  all,  I'm  not 

anyone's mother in here, okay?  

Andre : No,    it    doesn't    mean 

mother.  

Eva : It's  a  sign  of  respect  for  you. 

14. Joy  of Reading This research did not find 

15. Environemntal Care This research did not find 

16. Social Care This research did not find 

17. Responsibility This research did not find 

 

in this study, the researcher applied concept of Linda Eyre's perception. About training values 

are divided into two groups. In fact, the researcher only found in freedom writers movie script 

instructional value as follow.  

a. Value of being  

The fee of being is a fee inside human being concerned into the conduct and the way we 

treat others. they consist of values of being are: honesty, bravery, peace, confidence, 

protection, discipline, sincerity, purity and pureness. 

 

b. Values of giving 

The Value of giving is that a values need to be practiced or furnished which would 

then be ordinary as given. Value of giving insclude : loyalty &amp; trustworthy, respect, 

love, and affection, sensitive, and no longer selfish, kind, and form friendly, truthful and 

humanism. 

 



CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

In this section the researcher would like to conclude the educational values which are 

found in Freedom Writers film. They are Values of Being : National Spirit, Work Hard, 

Dicipline, and Creative. Values of Giving :Friendly, Love Peace, Tolerance, and Curiosity 

based on the statement, it can be conclude that the Freedom Writers film has some educational 

values that can give more inspiration in our daily life. 

 To close this research, the researher would like to give some suggestion as follow: 

1. For Researher 

The researcher can give contribute actively to the world of scientific work of literature 

and education. 

2. For Student 

Researchers hope that this research can help students in find a lot media that can 

be used to improve our ability to examine a new language. One of them is movies. Films 

can be used as getting to know media language because movies are not only interesting 

but also include a lot educational message and value. 

3. For Teacher 

From the results of this study, researchers provide suggestions for English teacher that 

films can be used as a medium in learning in the field of literature. 

Thus, this research is not perfect, so constructive critic and advice are rarelly expected. 

Finally, the researher hope this thesis is useful for us. 
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